We recently reported the quantitative proteomics of 375 samples as part of the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (Nusinow et al., 2020) . Mass spectrometry-based proteomics data is broadly unfamiliar to most biologists in our experience, resulting in questions from analysts about how to use the data. From the proteomics community there was interest about how we normalized the data, as the scope of this project was so much larger than what has been commonly available. This paper serves as a guide to the data set to answer these questions and acts as a supplement to the main manuscript. The first part addresses users of the data, describing the experimental design, interpretation of the values, and dealing with standard issues in proteomics like multiple protein isoforms per gene and missing values. The second part of the manuscript details how we arrived at the normalization procedure reported in the paper, including the diagnostics used to assess multiple normalization schemes.
Introduction
Mass spectrometry-based proteomics has seen significant advances in sensitivity and quantitative accuracy throughout the last decade. One aspect of these improvements was the development of increasingly capable multiplexing reagents alleviating both missing measurements between samples and instrument time requirements. This enabled the regular production of experimental designs with many samples and the ability to produce datasets with tens to hundreds of them, several of which have now been published (Frejno et al., 2017; Gholami et al., 2013; Lapek et al., 2017; Mertins et al., 2016; Pozniak et al., 2016; Vasaikar et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2014 Zhang et al., , 2016 .
One widely used community resource is the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE), which encompasses multiple omics-level experiments performed on a collection of nearly 1,000 cell lines (Barretina et al., 2012; Ghandi et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019) . As the technology continued to mature it appeared possible to attempt quantitative proteome profiling as part of this project. Deep quantitative proteomics covering the majority of the expressed proteome has not achieved this sample size in another single experiment at the time of this writing, and at the outset sample sizes were more regularly on the order of less than 10. Thus, how to normalize proteomics data across hundreds of samples, even using the then state of the art TMT 10-plex reagent, was unknown. This paper is meant to serve two purposes. The first is to describe the basics of the data and act as a primer for how to use the dataset. We hope that interested biologists, computational and otherwise, will find this useful, especially those with minimal experience with proteomics data. We provide advice on our experiences in using the data including ways to manage missing values during analysis.
The second purpose of this paper is to report the details of how the normalization for the CCLE proteomics data was settled on. This is meant to be a sort of appendix to the main paper, and act as a guide to the process of normalizing these data so that others can use the method or a similar one in their own work. All of the methods were documented in the main manuscript, but the pitfalls and wrong turns along the way were not. We hope that it will be useful to the proteomics community trying to produce similar large datasets to understand our own experience on this project.
Experimental Design
As described in the manuscript (Nusinow et al., 2020) , the experiments were performed in a multiplex setup using a reagent named Tandem Mass Tags (TMT, Figure 1 ) that, at the start of the project, allowed 10 samples to be run in parallel on the mass spectrometer (McAlister et al., 2012 (McAlister et al., , 2014 Werner et al., 2012) . Each sample in the data (the column names on supplemental table S2 of Nusinow et al., 2020) denotes which of the forty-two 10-plexes it was part of. In each 10-plex there were nine biological samples and one "bridge" sample that allowed normalization across plexes. This was a mixture of ten cell lines from the CCLE selected for maximal gene expression diversity that was prepared in a large batch at the beginning of the project, aliquotted out, and frozen until needed per batch. This bridge sample is not included in the normalized data, leaving only nine samples per 10-plex.
Figure 1: Multiplexed Proteome Analysis by TMT.
Tryptic peptides were isolated from nine cell lines and the bridge sample and separately labeled with the TMT-10 reagents (top). Labeled peptides were combined and analyzed by LC-MS. The TMT reporter variants are isobaric, and thus coelute during chromatography and only show a single convoluted peak during MS analysis (bottom right) and multiple convoluted peaks during peptide sequencing via MS/MS (bottom middle). Upon MS2 fragment peak isolation for MS3 analysis (grey boxes in bottom middle) the TMT reporter fragments are deconvoluted and quantitative values can be read (bottom left).
In addition, three individual cell lines were repeated within the dataset. These lines have much poorer correlation between replicates than our biological replicate samples. We do not understand the cause of this but have left the samples in the data. If you choose to focus on only one replicate for those lines we recommend using the replicate with the best correlation to the RNASeq data, as this is our best quality control metric. From this diagnostic, SW948_LARGE_INTESTINE_TenPx20, CAL120_BREAST_TenPx28, and HCT15_LARGE_INTESTINE_TenPx18 should be the preferred versions for each cell line if you wish to choose only one.
A potential source of bias in the data is our inherent inability to fully block the experiment so as to randomize effects across plexes. We controlled for these things as well as possible and did not detect any biases in the data after normalization, but it is possible they are still there. Another possible source of bias is that samples with low protein yields were blocked to the latter plexes without disrupting tissue distribution among plexes. This led to decreased peptide yields but not proteins quantified. This can lead to less reliable quantitation among these samples, although in our experience with the SPS-MS3 method used here individual spectra routinely show high accuracy of quantitation.
Interpreting the Normalized Data
A commonly asked question is what the quantitative values actually are. The normalization is detailed in Nusinow et al, 2020 and below, but the values are most closely log2-transformed ratios to the bridge sample in each plex. After taking this ratio, for each protein in each multiplex the values are mean centered so as to remove errors in measuring the bridge, but in most cases this does not shift the values much and they remain close to the log2 ratio to the bridge.
Importantly, these values are all relative values to the other values for that same protein and not absolute values. This means that comparing the levels of different proteins to each other without using something like a correlation to standardize values won't produce meaningful results. Similarly, these values are not standardized, as in a z-transformation. Many data analysis methods suggest standardization before use but these data are not delivered that way, although it easy to standardize the values yourself.
A critical decision about this experiment is that the data are normalized to the total protein amount rather than cell numbers or per-protein mass. Thus, approximately equal amounts of total protein from lysate were processed between samples, but these will represent different numbers of cells depending on the cell line. Interpretation of any downstream analysis must keep this in mind.
Using the Normalized Data
Details about the cell lines was provided as Supplementary Table S1 in Nusinow et al., 2020 and can also be found on the CCLE website. We used the internal CCLE nomenclature for cell line identification. DepMap has subsequently revised this ID scheme, and that project website provides annotation for cell lines that includes those IDs. Mapping between these sample IDs may be required for analyses of DepMap and future data sets.
The raw mass spectrometry data was searched using a database from UniProt (The UniProt Consortium, 2018), and all the annotations in the normalized data come from there including gene symbols. We include a Protein ID column, which is a unique identifier from UniProt that takes in to account isoform variations. Our protein counts are defined by these Protein IDs, so one gene symbol will often be represented by multiple Protein IDs because peptides belonging to different variants were quantified. Our data processing pipeline (Huttlin et al., 2010; Nusinow et al., 2020) reduces the number of protein IDs down to the minimal number that explain all of the identified isoforms, so there should not be more proteins identified than are necessary. Common ways to analyze the data are per-protein or collapsed down to per-gene symbol. In many cases, one isoform will be quantified in only some of the ten-plexes while another is quantified every time, so it could be beneficial to use the version quantified every time when collapsing down to gene symbols. This raises another common issue with these data which is the preponderance of missing values. These are a standard problem in bottom-up proteomics that, in our experience, people outside the field are frequently unprepared to handle. Many out of the box software packages and algorithms don't handle missing values well, so consideration is often needed in how to use those packages. Our approaches have been the following:
1. In cases where only complete values are allowed, such as in Principle Components Analysis, we use only those proteins that were quantified in every sample. 2. In cases where we compare proteins to each other, as in building a correlation network, we take only the values where measurements were taken in both cell lines and require a certain number of values to be present, usually arbitrarily set at 100 for global analyses. 3. In cases where we compare different samples within the same protein, we only take the nonmissing values and require a certain number of values to be present in each subgroup and in total. This number depends on the sample size for the subgroups and is usually determined by running models with multiple test correction and inspecting the results manually.
A final note about missing values is that a common approach to handling them is imputation. While this is a popular approach, we feel that for a data set as complex as the CCLE the models underlying imputation will be far more error-prone than on experiments with a smaller number of instrumented variables. We have not evaluated imputation schemes on these data and urge caution if this is something you are interested in doing. We found that by using the approaches above many analyses are tractable while leaving intact the uncertainty in the missing values, which we find useful for having confidence in our results.
Details of the Normalization
This portion of the manuscript details the work on normalizing the data. It is not meant for analysts who want to use the data to gain biological insights, but rather for computational proteomics researchers who are interested in the technical aspects of normalizing these kinds of data. It reproduces work presented in a poster at ASMS in 2018, which is also available upon request.
The Approach
We began the initial work on normalizing the data when 6 ten-plexes, representing 54 samples, were completed, creating a proteomic dataset about as large as any then published. Following common methods for small sample numbers we initially used visual inspection of tissue clustering coherency in hierarchical clustering or PCA as the diagnostic for normalization effectiveness. We found very early after trying different normalization approaches that visual inspection of tissue clustering was intractable and that quantitative diagnostics for normalization were required. The diagnostics we developed for this study are described below.
Additionally, a parallel experiment in the Gygi lab to profile dozens of mouse liver proteomes (Chick et al., 2016) had found various technical artifacts by manual inspection that were also present in the CCLE data. Our ability to visually discover artifacts as well as the complexity of interpreting certain popular normalization schemes described below led us to prefer simple, readily interpretable normalization adjustments in preference to more complex ones. These adjustments always had to be targeted towards well understood defects in the data, and the adjustments were chosen based on our best understanding of the nature of those defects. While more complex methods were approximately as effective at removing defects based on our diagnostics, we chose to be conservative in order to better understand and control these already extremely complicated data.
Normalization Diagnostics
Figure 2: Diagnostics used to assess normalization schemes in this study. (A) Scatter plots of sample correlations between biological triplicates of two kidney-derived cell lines. All of the cell lines used in the first two ten-plexes were regrown and reprocessed after the initial set to act as a biological replicate control. Replicates correlate more than with the other cell line. Replicates 2 and 3 were grown together and processed a full year after replicate 1. (B) An example of correlated EGFR protein and RNA-Seq expression. Normalization helps the correlation, shown on each plot. (C) A motivating example for the linear modeling diagnostic. The distribution of expression of ten-plex batch #1 is shown compared to all other batches before and after normalization. The difference in mean values for batch and tissue effects can be quantified by linear modeling. (D) Hierarchical clustering of the full data set can be partitioned in to the same number of groups as there are tissues of origin in the sample set. Colored bars in the dendrogram denote clusters. Tissue and batch purity of the clusters can be quantified by Gini impurity.
As described above, the complexity of the data made it clear that quantitative diagnostics would be required to evaluate different normalization schemes. We knew a handful of things about the experiment that we leveraged to develop the diagnostics. Once we had completed the biological replicate samples, the correlations between them became valuable tools (Figure 2A) .
Given the experimental design and the already existing data, other diagnostics were possible. The correlation between RNA and protein ( Figure 2B) proved to be extremely useful in assessing both normalization and sample identity (Nusinow et al., 2020, Figure 2) . Although RNA and protein do not correlate very well overall, we find that their correlation significantly improved with certain normalization procedures.
Another important diagnostic for us was linear modeling. We fit models on the entire protein data using dummy variables for the batch and tissue with no interactors. This approach was designed to uncover systematic shifts due to batch effects ( Figure 2C ). An important point here was that tissue effects were expected due to the underlying differences between tissues. Thus, the linear models were used to assess removal of batch effects by the batch coefficients and for accidental removal of real biology using the tissue coefficients. These types of linear model diagnostics are extremely adaptable to most experimental designs and do not require additional data like biological replicates or RNA expression data.
The final diagnostic we used was based on hierarchical clustering coherency of tissues and batches. Our expectation was that any normalization approach would attempt to minimize batch effects while maximizing tissue clustering, without expecting perfection for either. To quantify this effect, we used gini purity, related to the gini impurity scoring used in machine learning approaches such as classification trees (Breiman et al., 1984) . One problem with this approach is that hierarchical clustering can be performed in any number of ways using different distance metrics and clustering approaches. We settled on one approach based on visual appearance and held that approach consistent while attempting different normalization methods. It might be possible to optimize the clustering approach to improve these diagnostics, but we are not aware of any good way to do this, and consider keeping the clustering method consistent to be the most important thing. Another problem with this approach is that it had low resolution. We found that the different normalization methods didn't do much to change the clustering coherency, and even with the size of our data, the limited numbers of samples for some tissues meant that this diagnostic was often harder to interpret. We thus used it less than the other three approaches, but it provided a nicely visual method that encouraged us to keep it.
Common Methods of Normalization
We initially looked at common normalization approaches from the gene expression field. Quantile normalization (Ritchie et al., 2015) is an approach that adjusts the position and shapes of the expression distributions per-sample to be consistent ( Figure 3A) . After performing this method on the sample loading-adjusted protein data, a simple visual inspection by hierarchical clustering showed no tissue coherency and perfect batch coherency ( Figure 3B ). We conclude that on these data quantile normalization exacerbates batch effects and should not be used.
An extremely interesting approach is the COMBAT algorithm (Johnson et al., 2007) . This method is an Empirical Bayes approach, which estimates prior distribution parameters from the entire data and then uses that prior to moderate large deviations from global averages. The standard implementation of COMBAT does not handle data with missing values, but we modified the implementation to allow for them as the underlying approach appears to be compatible with missing values. Testing COMBAT on the first 54 samples showed no batch effect and good tissue coherency by hierarchical clustering (Figure 3C-D) demonstrating that by global measures COMBAT performs well on proteomics data and appears compatible with missing values. Investigation of the effects of COMBAT on individual protein levels was complicated ( Figure 3E) . Per sample effects were unpredictable, where in some cases extreme values shifted towards the mean a great deal while in other cases they hardly moved at all. Because of the challenges in interpreting the output of this normalization and the comparable performance of the approaches we developed later we did not pursue COMBAT further for this study, however it remains a compelling approach that merits further work. 
Normalizing for Total Protein Amount
A standard approach in proteomics is to load consistent total protein amounts per sample, which is the approach we used here. After labeling we performed "ratio checks" on a small portion of unfractionated sample before recombining the full amount, and adjusting the protein loading if the deviations for any sample were too high. Even with these adjustments, subsequent normalization of the full data for sample loading differences has to be performed. This can be done in several ways, but the most common that we are aware of are to adjust based on the mean, median, and total summed value of all the reporter values for all proteins in a sample. We choose to perform this normalization first as a standard part of TMT-based protein expression profiling in our pipeline because it is so commonly needed.
We checked the three different adjustment methods using our diagnostics (Figure 4) . The column mean and sum showed no differences at all (Figure 4) . Using our linear modeling diagnostics, normalizing based on the sample mean or sum showed a residual batch effect remaining after normalization, but also a preservation of tissue effects ( Figure 4A) . Normalizing based on the sample median should protect against highly deviant batches and samples better than the mean, and indeed this showed a lesser residual batch effect than sum or mean normalization ( Figure 4A) . However, along with the reduction in batch effect was a reduction in tissue effect with the median (Figure 4A) . These effects were also seen based on clustering coherence ( Figure 4B ). There was a slightly better correlation between protein and gene expression using mean versus median normalization, with 0.422 vs 0.420 average Pearson correlation for mean and median adjustments respectively. The difference was indistinguishable globally though (data not shown).
Although the median-based sample loading correction was better at removing the batch effects than the sum or mean, the removal of the tissue effect indicated that it was also removing important biological signal. Indeed, samples with large numbers of outlier points are likely due to different cellular identities based on factors like the tissue of origin. Because of the complexity of the CCLE, it appears that a sum or mean-based loading normalization is appropriate, however in experiments with fewer distinct cellular identities the median-based approach might be more appropriate. . All loading adjustments result in equivalent clustering of the replicate samples. As in the linear models in (A) the median correction removes slightly more batch effects but performs worse on tissuebased effects than the sum and mean adjustments.
Normalizing for Per-Protein Batch Effects
The residual batch effect following sample normalization by the column sum required investigation. Visual inspection of the data found proteins where all of the values in a single multiplexed experiment was shifted. An extreme example is shown in Figure 5A , but many less extreme examples were clear. Because the samples were blocked attempting to evenly distribute the tissues of origin with random individual selection as well as was possible, our expectation was that there should be no cases where a protein happens to be consistently up-or downregulated in all 9 samples in a ten-plex. While this is formally possible, it is unlikely.
What is more likely is that there is some random error in the measurement of the bridge sample causing a systematic shift in the other measurements in that group. If this is the case, our model is that, on average, all the different 10-plex experiments will have the same average expression. Thus, our normalization to correct for per-protein bridge measurement errors is to enforce the same average expression by shifting all the expression values in that plex by the difference between that average expression and 0, making all values center on 0. This is referred to as mean-centering.
The effects of this on the biological replicate correlation and the RNA/protein correlations are shown in Figure 5B . In both cases, mean-centering the values improved the correlations over normalizing to the bridge alone. The linear modeling results showed that this normalization removed the residual batch effects from sum or mean normalizing for sample loading ( Figure 5C ) and also improved the batch effect removal from the median normalizing for sample loading. However, following sum or mean adjustments for sample loading, per-protein per-plex mean-centering also retained the tissue information. In contrast, it had been removed and was not recovered after median-based loading adjustment ( Figure  5C ).
It is possible to median-center per-protein per-plex instead of mean-centering. We did attempt this and found that it performed less well than mean-centering on our global diagnostics (data not shown). A brief investigation indicated that, while this did protect against individual outlier samples, most measurements did not contain these outliers. In those cases, the estimate provided by the median based on only 9 samples was not as good as that of the mean. As multiplexed proteomics improves, perhaps even in the case of the current 16-plex reagent, a median-based adjustment might be better, but in this case the mean was superior.
Figure 5: Per-Protein Batch Effect Normalization. (A)
An example of the remaining artifacts we observed following loading and bridge normalization. This protein shows a large increase in the normalized levels in one ten-plex. This is likely an artifact. We correct this via mean centering each set of proteins within a batch after the preceding normalization steps. (B) This correction significantly improved both the correlation to gene expression in the full data set (left) and the correlation between biological replicates (right). (C) Linear model coefficient plots for both batch (top row) and tissue (bottom row). The batch effect still present after the previous correction has been reduced dramatically. The tissue-based effect remains after per-protein mean centering.
An alternative experimental design uses two bridge channels and takes an average between them to standardize each protein within a plex (Lapek et al., 2017; Plubell et al., 2017) . These methods were unpublished until we were well in to our study, but are designed to alleviate the issues with improper bridge measurement that we correct in the CCLE through mean centering. For an experiment with as complex a design as the CCLE it is unclear whether the increased number of plexes and the accompanying batch effects are worth the tradeoff of the residual error after mean centering. For simpler experimental designs, especially those without the expectation that the average protein expression would be centered (e.g. time series) these approaches might be more suited and should be considered when designing the experiment.
Conclusions
In Figure 6 we show the stepwise process of normalizing the expression of a single protein where the improvements to the data are visible at each step, until there are no obvious visible batch effects. Plots like these and the diagnostics we described gave us confidence in the normalization approach. We did investigate other minor differences like reordering the steps, but in the cases we tried there were no clear improvements.
Figure 6: Demonstration of the stepwise effects of the normalization protocol used in this study. The stepwise effects of the normalization approach is shown above for the protein PIK3R1. Samples are colored by batch. Batch effects are progressively removed at each step, resulting in an expression profile lacking any obvious batch effect.
The key point we took away from this exercise is to have good quantitative diagnostics for normalizing the data based on the experimental design. We were fortunate to have resources to do biological replicates and had available gene expression data, which helped us immensely, but the basic linear modeling approaches are fully adaptable to other experimental designs without those resources.
No normalization procedure will fit all data because normalization is inherently tied to the defects and assumptions built in to a given experiment's design. Indeed, we have seen this normalization procedure fail on other experiments in the lab with different designs and constraints. Good diagnostics and visualization tools are key to developing the right normalization strategy for any experiment, and prove invaluable for assessing schemes from the simple to the complex.
